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This report was produced by the Accident Investigation Bureau

(AIB), Murtala Muhammed Airport, Ikeja, Lagos.

The report is based upon the investigation carried out by Accident

Investigation Bureau, in accordance with Annex 13 to the

Convention on International Civil Aviation, Nigerian Civil Aviation

Act 2006, and Civil Aviation (Investigation of Air Accidents and

Incidents) Regulations.

In accordance with Annex 13 to the Convention on International

Civil Aviation, it is not the purpose of aircraft accident/serious

incident investigations to apportion blame or liability.

Readers are advised that Accident Investigation Bureau investigates

for the sole purpose of enhancing aviation safety. Consequently,

Accident Investigation Bureau reports are confined to matters of

safety significance and should not be used for any other purpose.

As the Bureau believes that safety information is of great value if it

is passed on for the use of others, readers are encouraged to copy

or reprint for further distribution, acknowledging Accident

Investigation Bureau as the source.

Recommendations in this report are addressed to the regulatory

Authorities of the state (NCAA).  It is for this authority to ensure

enforcement.
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS REPORT

AOC: - Air Operator’s Certificate

ASB: - Alert Service Bulletin

CECO: - Chandler Evans Control System

CLR: - Clear

CMM: - Component Maintenance Manual

CPM: - Crucible Particle Metallurgy process

CSN: - Cycles Since New

ELT: - Emergency Locator Transmitter

FAA: - Federal Aviation Administration

FCU: - Fuel Control Unit

FOD: - Foreign Object Damage

GPECS: - Goodrich Pump and Engine Control Systems

GPS: - Global Positioning System

HF: - High Frequency

hPa: - Hecto Pascal (Unit of pressure)

IIC: - Investigator –in –Charge

MFP: - Main Fuel Pump

MHz: - Mega Hertz (Unit of frequency)

NAC: - National Airways Corporation

NCAA: - Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority

PAAN: - PAN African Airlines Nigeria Limited
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PTG: - Power Turbine Governor

QAR: - Quick Access Recorder

QNH: - The Atmospheric Pressure at Mean Sea Level

RR: - Rolls –Royce

SB: - Service Bulletin

TBO: - Time Between Overhaul

TECS: - Triumph Engine Control System

TSN: - Time Since New

TSO: - Time Since Overhaul

UTC: - Universal Time Co-ordinated

Nigerian Time (UTC+1)

VHF: - Very High Frequency

Wx: - Weather
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Aircraft Accident Report No: PAAN/2012/10/27/F

Registered Owner and Operator: PAN African Airlines, Nigeria

(PAAN) Limited

Aircraft Type and Model: Bell 206 L4

Nationality: Nigerian

Registration: 5N-BFF

Location: Chevron Okan production

Platform, Escravos Offshore, Delta

State.

Coordinates: N05o33.49' E005o 04.61'

Date and Time: 27th October, 2012 at about
1607hrs.
(All times in this report are
local time equivalent to UTC + 1)
unless otherwise stated

Synopsis

The accident involving 5N–BFF belonging to PAN African Airlines Nigeria

Limited was reported to Accident Investigation Bureau on 27th October,

2012 at about 1733hrs through its emergency telephone lines. All relevant

authorities were notified. Two Investigators were subsequently dispatched

to the crash site.

The Bell 206 L4 helicopter with registration number 5N-BFF was assigned to

work with the South Operations Assistant for the Meji Shutdown and repair

operations. At 1500hrs, after working for a while at Meji Field, the aircraft
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was deployed to work at Delta field. It landed at OKAN, refueled and

proceeded to work at the field. Essentially, South Field Operations comprise

OKAN Field, DELTA Field and MEJI Field.

The pilot made several landings on many helidecks within the Delta field

and returned to OKAN production platform at about 1602hrs.  The aircraft

took off from the platform for final departure to Escravos base at about

1607hrs. The pilot stated that just as the aircraft took off and cleared the

helideck, he noticed that the engine had stopped. He entered autorotation,

promptly deployed the floats and made a precautionary ditching.

The aircraft landed hard on water following which the windscreen were

completely shattered but the inflated floats kept the helicopter afloat on

water. However, the centre float on the starboard side did not fully inflate

causing the helicopter to tilt to the right.  The three passengers and the

pilot exited the aircraft through the left door unto the port floats assembly.

A supply boat which was working at the same platform at the time helped

evacuate the passengers and crew into safety before it capsized.

The investigation identified the following:

Causal Factor

Failure of the main fuel pump, resulting from wearing of the fuel pump

main drive shaft external splines, which mate with the internal splines of

the pump driver gear with a consequent fuel starvation, flame-out and

engine loss of power.
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Contributory Factor

Material compositions of the improved main fuel pump, which allowed

excessive differential wear between the main drive shaft and the driver

gear.

Three (3) safety recommendations were made.
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1.0 Factual Information

1.1 History of Flight

On the 27th October, 2012 a Pan African airlines Bell 206 L4 helicopter with

registration number 5N-BFF was assigned to work with the South Operations

Assistant for the MEJI Shutdown and repair operations.

At 1500hrs, after working for a while at MEJI Field, the aircraft was

deployed to work at Delta field. It landed at OKAN, refueled and

proceeded to work at the field. Essentially, South Field Operations comprise

OKAN Field, DELTA Field and MEJI Field.

The pilot made several take-offs and landings on several helidecks within

the Delta field and returned to OKAN production platform at about 1602hrs.

The aircraft took off from the platform for final departure to Escravos base

at about 1607hrs.

The pilot stated that just as the aircraft took off and cleared the helideck,

he noticed that the engine had stopped. He entered autorotation, promptly

deployed the floats and made a precautionary ditching.

The aircraft landed hard on water, which resulted in the shattering of the

windscreen. The inflated floats kept the helicopter afloat. However, the

centre segment of the starboard float did not fully inflate causing the

helicopter to tilt to the right.  The three passengers and the pilot exited

the aircraft through the left door unto the port float assembly. A supply
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boat which, was working at the same platform at the time helped evacuate

the passengers and crew into safety before it capsized.

The accident occurred offshore around the Chevron OKAN production

platform with latitude N05o33.49' and longitude E005o 04.61'at 1607hrs.

The accident occurred in daylight.

1.2 Injuries to Persons

1.3 Damage to Aircraft

The aircraft was substantially damaged.

1.4 Other Damage

Nil.

1.5 Personnel Information

1.5.1 Pilot in Command

Nationality: Irish

Gender: Male

Age: 42 yrs

Licence No.: 6088(H)

Injuries Crew Passengers Others
Fatal Nil Nil Nil
Serious Nil Nil Nil
Minor/None 1 3 Nil
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Aircraft Ratings: Single Engine; part 1:

Bell 206, Bell 407

Instrument Rating: None

Proficiency Check:

Bell 206 1st September, 2012

valid until 28th February, 2013

Bell 407 2nd September, 2012

valid until 1st March, 2013

Medical Certificate: 9th August, 2012

valid until 9th February, 2013

Total Flying Experience: 4830.8hrs

On Type: 811.6hrs

Last 90 days: 179.2hrs

Last 28 days: 83.3hrs

Last 24 hrs 4.7hrs

1.6 Aircraft Information

Type: Bell 206 L4

Year of Manufacture: 2002

Serial No.: 52273

Registration: 5N-BFF

Total Airframe Time: 12243.8hrs

Cycles/Landings: 103244

Certificate of Airworthiness Validity: 26th March, 2013

Certificate of Registration: 25th April, 2007
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1.6.1 Engine

Type: Turbo shaft 250 – C30P

Manufacturer: Rolls - Royce

Serial No.: CAE – 895745

Time Since New: 8103hrs, 8mins

Cycle Since New: 16799 cycles as at 26th

October, 2012

Type of fuel used is Jet A1.

1.7 Meteorological Information

The weather forecast obtained from Escravos Tower on the day of the

accident was as follows:

Time : 0650 UTC

Wind : 200/09

Weather : Nil

Visibility : 10km

Cloud : Nil

Temp/Dew : 26/26oC

QNH : 1009 hPa
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The actual available weather information to the pilot at the time of the

accident was as follows:

Time : 1507 UTC

Wind : 360/05

Weather : Nil

Visibility : Unlimited

Cloud : High Overcast

Temp/Dew : 26oC/Nil

QNH : 1009 hPa

Light Conditions : Day

1.8 Aids to navigation

The conditions of the navigation aids at Escravos Tower on the day of the

accident were as follows:

131.7 MHz main/standby radios : ‘Serviceable’

121.5 MHz ELT Monitor : ‘Serviceable’

HF Radio : ‘Serviceable’

Davis Wx Eqpt. : ‘Serviceable’

Aldis Lamp                                 : ‘Serviceable’

AD rotating beacon : ‘Serviceable’

Airfield Lighting System: : ‘Serviceable’

Phones 73755 and 73732 : ‘Serviceable’

Walkie Talkies (2) : ‘Serviceable’

The helicopter was also fitted with an on-board GPS.
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1.9 Communications

There was good communication between the aircraft and the platforms

base.

1.10 Aerodrome Information

The accident occurred on OKAN Production Platform, which is a Chevron

offshore facility. The platform has two helidecks located in the Atlantic

Ocean on co-ordinates N05o33.49', E005o 04.61' with elevations 90ft and

60ft, size D17m and D13m respectively. The helicopter took off from the

lower deck.  The production platform is equipped with communication

facilities such as VHF 131.70 for communicating between it and Escravos

Tower. It has a refueling capability with fuel dump located at the top deck

as well as helideck edge lights. The direct distance between the platform

and Escravos terminal is about 7.3 nautical miles. See fig 1.10a to 1.10b

below.

Fig.1.10a: Picture showing the Lower Deck of OKAN Production Platform
where the Helicopter took off.
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Fig.1.10b: picture showing the relative positions of the two helidecks of
OKAN Production Platform

1.11 Flight Recorders

The Helicopter was not equipped with a Flight Data Recorder or Cockpit

Voice Recorder neither was it required by law to be installed.

However, the aircraft was fitted with the Quick Access Recorder (QAR) also

known as Appareo Data Card and GPS module.

APPAREO DATA CARD
Part Number : 104030-000005
S/N :  Not Available
Date Code :  Not Available
Manufacturer :  SanDisk

GPS MODULE
Part Number : 011-00506-10
S/N :  GNC420
Date Code :  Not Available
Manufacturer :  Garmin International, Inc. Olathe,

KS USA
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1.12 Wreckage and impact information

The helicopter took-off from the lower deck of OKAN production platform

and just as it cleared the helideck, the engine flamed-out. The pilot

immediately entered autorotation and inflated the floats, just as the

helicopter hit the water surface with substantial force.

At the time of impact the windscreen shattered completely. The floats

were inflated sufficiently to keep the helicopter afloat although the centre

segment of the starboard float did not fully inflate causing the chopper to

tilt approximately 30 degrees to the right.

After the aircraft’s occupants were evacuated, the helicopter rolled

completely and was fully submerged with the skid facing skyward although

the floats were still inflated and could be seen on the water surface.

1.13 Medical and Pathological Information

The pilot and passengers were taken to Chevron Hospital, Escravos for

medical examination after the accident.  The pilot tested negative to all

drugs substance and alcohol. Similarly, the passengers were examined and

immediately discharged to go and rest since no one sustained serious

injuries. See fig 1.13 below.
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1.14 Fire:

There was no fire outbreak.

1.15 Survival Aspects

The rescue operation was promptly carried out by the crew of a supply boat

to OKAN production platform, which was about 100m away from the ditched

helicopter. The accident was survivable in that there was a liveable volume

for the helicopter occupants.  The impact force was absorbed by the floats

Fig. 1.13
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that were immediately deployed by the pilot following the loss of power

from the engine.

The four occupants were evacuated to safety from the sinking helicopter to

the supply boat with the aid of lifelines thrown to them. They were later

conveyed to Escravos by a rescue boat and subsequently taken for medical

examination. See figures 1.15a and 1.15b below.

Fig.1.15a: Picture Showing the Rescue Operation being carried out.

Fig.1.15b: picture showing the crew of the supply boat (Rescuers) and the capsized
helicopter.

1.16. Test and Research

1.16.1 Engine Teardown

A Rolls-Royce Air Safety Investigator conducted an engine examination at

National Airways Corporation (Rand Airport, Germiston, South Africa) and

Greystones Accessories Shop (Durban, South Africa) on 28th and 29th August
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2013 respectively. The examination was under the direction of and

supervised by the Nigerian AIB IIC. The engine was removed from the

sealed shipping box and placed in a turnover stand and completely

disassembled under the direction of the Nigerian AIB IIC. External damage

was limited to salt water corrosion on the engine and accessories, with

extensive penetration damage through the gearbox housing. The fuel

pump, manufactured by Triumph Engine Control Systems (TECS), was sent

to TECS in West Hartford, CT USA for further examination. The detailed

component examination was conducted on 16th October 2013 under the

supervision of the Nigerian AIB IIC and a Rolls-Royce Air Safety

Investigator. See figure 1.16a below.

Fig.1.16a: picture showing the containerized engine as receieved at
NAC facility in Johannesburg, South Africa.

1.16.2 Summary of Findings

The fuel pump main drive shaft external splines, which mate to the

internal splines of the pump driver gear, were severely worn. The wear

was significant enough to decouple the fuel pump main drive shaft from
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the pump driver gear, which provides fuel to the engine. The subsequent

loss of pressurized fuel to the engine resulted in a flameout and loss of

power during flight. The cause of the fuel pump main driveshaft wear is

under investigation by the fuel pump supplier, the Triumph Engine Control

System (TECS) and Rolls-Royce engineering. See figures 1.16b, 1.16c, 1.16d,

1.16e and 1.16f below.

Fig.1.16b: Picture showing Fuel Pump Main Drive Shaft prior to removal from Fuel Pump.
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Fig. 1.16c: Photograph showing the Fuel Pump Data Plate

Fig.1.16d: Picture Showing Fuel Pump Main Drive Shaft after removal
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Fig.1.16e: picture showing the Magnified View of Fuel Pump Main Drive Shaft Splines
Wear

Fig 1.16f: Picture showing the Magnified View of Fuel Pump Driver Gear internal splines

The detailed report of the engine manufacturer and the fuel pump supplier

is attached in Appendix C and D respectively.
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1.16.3 Results of Fuel Samples Analysis

Fuel samples were taken from the Chevron fuel storage facilities at Okan

Platform as well as the tank of the incident helicopter and sent to a

reputable laboratory for analysis. Except for the Sulphur, Mercaptans

content, which marginally exceeded the limit of 0.003% mass by 0.0009%,

all other properties including contaminants and lubricity were within limits.

See Appendix H and I for details.

1.17 Organizational and Management Information:

1.17.1 Operator (PAAN)

Pan African Airlines (Nigeria) Ltd. (PAAN) is an indigenous Nigerian aviation

transportation supplier incorporated in April 1961.  Pan African is

headquartered at Murtala Muhammed Airport in Lagos. Facilities there

include a fully equipped maintenance hangar, management offices and

dedicated training facilities. In Lagos and Port Harcourt the company also

has access to purpose-built passenger terminal facilities that serve both

offshore personnel and VIP passengers.

The company also operates from customer bases in Warri and Escravos. It

has modern fleet of fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters.

Pan African’s current rotary wing fleet includes Bell 412’s, Bell 407’s and

Bell 206’s, all of which are contracted to support the offshore oil and gas

industry.
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The figure below is the PAAN engineering management organization chart

showing the line of reporting and responsibility.

1.17.1.1 Engineering Management Structure

MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION CHART

The Engineering Management Organisation Chart showing the lines of
reporting and responsibility.

 The Engineering Manager and Quality & Safety Manager report
directly to the Accountable Manager.

 The Quality & Safety Manager has oversight responsibility for all
areas of operations.

 Deputy Engineering Manager shall assist the engineering
Manager in his duties and deputize for him when he is absent.

 Chief Engineers have day to day responsibilities for supervision of
Line / Base /Workshop maintenance activities for their respective
bases.

 Chief Engineers report through the Engineering Manager to the
Accountable Manager.
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 Technical Records reports through the Engineering Manager to
the Accountable Manager and has the responsibility of keeping
track of all technical recording, control, management and storage
of all aircraft maintenance, component and equipment records

1.17.1.2 PAAN’s Maintenance Records Keeping

The investigation revealed a discrepancy in the organization’s maintenance

records on the main fuel pump as it affects the component’s overhaul

interval.

Section 9.3.2.8 of the Nig.CARs stipulates the responsibilities of an AOC

holder regarding maintenance records as follows:

(a) Each AOC holder shall ensure that a system has been established to keep,
in a form acceptable to the Authority, the following records:

(1) The total time in service (hours, calendar time and cycles, as
appropriate) of the aircraft and all life–limited components;

(2) The current status of compliance with all mandatory continuing
airworthiness information;

(3)  Appropriate details of alterations and repairs to the aircraft and its
major components;

(4) The time in service (hours, calendar time and cycles, as appropriate)
since last overhaul of the aircraft or its components subject to mandatory
overhaul life;

(5) The current aircraft status of compliance with the maintenance
programme; and
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(6) The detailed maintenance records to show that all requirements for
signing of a maintenance release and airworthiness release have been met.

Compliance and Oversight actions on the above Nig.CARs section could have

been implemented by relevant organizations.

1.17.2 Triumph Engine Control Systems, LLC (TECS)

TECS manufactured the engine-driven pump installed on the crashed

helicopter.  It is an FAA approved Air Agency with certificate number

SF3R839L empowered to operate an approved REPAIR STATION. The

organization was previously called Chandler Evans Control Systems Division of

Coltec Industries and has been original equipment and builds to print

manufacturer of aircraft and engine accessories since 1938.

In mid 2002, coupled with other corporate activities, Chandler Evans’ name

was revised to Goodrich Pump and Engine Control Systems, Inc., a division of

Goodrich Corporation. In March 2013, Goodrich Pump and Engine Control

changed its name to what is now known as Triumph Engine Control Systems,

LLC; under the Triumph Group, Inc.

On 8th April, 2004, TECS known then as Goodrich Pump and Engine Control

Systems, Inc. issued a Service Bulletin with the following heading:

Goodrich Pump & Engine Control Systems, Inc. Model MFP-263/MFP-264 Used

on Rolls – Royce Model 250 Series II and III and IV Engines.

Introduction of New Configuration Pumps to Increase the Pump Service Life.

(See Appendix G)
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Maintenance records showed that this SB was implemented when the pump

returned to TECS for overhaul in 2008. Also, the Rolls–Royce service bulletin

dated 7th April, 2004 was incorporated during the overhaul whereas the

component was shipped out newly from TECS on 30th April, 2004.

The new gears were made from Crucible Particle Metallurgy process (CPM-

10V) and the main draft shaft was made from H-11 tool steel, hot work

steel that is represented by its excellent impact toughness.

1.17.3 Rolls–Royce Corporation

Rolls-Royce is a Power Systems company, which has been providing power

for aircraft, ships and land applications for more than a hundred years. The

company is known for manufacturing aero engines that power many of the

world’s most advanced passenger jets, like the new Airbus A350 and the

Boeing 787 Dreamliner.

In 1995, Rolls-Royce acquired the Allison Engine Company in Indianapolis,

USA.  The engine under investigation was originally manufactured by

Allison. Rolls-Royce Corporation is headquartered in the United Kingdom

but has regional offices across the world including the United States of

America.

On 21st August, 1997 and 7th April, 2004, Allison Engine Company (Rolls–

Royce) issued an alert commercial engine bulletin and a service bulletin

respectively. See Appendix E and F.
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The latter service bulletin had a low compliance code in spite of very poor

service experiences.

1.17.4 Federal Aviation Administration

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is the national aviation authority

of the United States. An agency of the United States Department of

Transportation, it has authority to regulate and oversee all aspects of

American civil aviation. The Federal Aviation Act of 1958 created the

organization under the name Federal Aviation Agency. The agency adopted

its current name in 1966 when it became a part of the U.S. Department of

Transportation.

FAA has safety oversight responsibilities on both the Rolls–Royce Corporation

and the Triumph Engine Control Systems. The technical aspects of the

applicable bulletins to the engine under this investigation were approved by

FAA.

1.18 Additional information.

Nil.

1.19 Useful or effective investigation techniques.

Nil.
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2.0  Analysis

2.1   The Event

5N-BFF was assigned to work with the South Operations Assistant for the

MEJI Shutdown and repair operations. At 1500hrs, after working for a while

at MEJI field, the aircraft was deployed to work at DELTA field. It landed at

OKAN, refueled and proceeded to work at the field.

The pilot made several takeoffs and landings on different helidecks within

the DELTA field and returned to OKAN production platform at about

1602hrs.  The aircraft took off from the platform for final departure to

Escravos base at about 1607hrs. The pilot stated that just as the aircraft

took off and cleared the helideck, he noticed that the aircraft engine had

stopped/flamed-out. He entered autorotation, promptly deployed the floats

and made a precautionary ditching.

The aircraft landed hard on water following which the windscreen were

completely shattered but the inflated floats kept the helicopter afloat on

water before the occupants were rescued.

The Pilot handled the emergency professionally by putting the aircraft into

autorotation and subsequent ditching.

The rescue operation was swift and prompt with little or no injuries to

occupants. The supply boat within the vicinity facilitated the rescue

operation.
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2.2 Results of Engine and Components Teardown

2.2.1   Engine Observations

The engine examination was conducted at National Airways Corporation

(NAC) in Rand Airport, Germiston, South Africa. The results is as indicated

below:

Severe spline damage was noted on the fuel pump driveshaft.  The result

of this damage could be a loss of pressurized fuel to the engine and

subsequent power loss.

No other engine anomalies, which would contribute to a power loss were

noted during the examination.  The engine damage observed was consistent

with post event salt water intrusion and subsequent corrosive attack.

The engine was removed from the sealed shipping box and placed in a

turnover stand and completely disassembled under the direction of the

Nigerian IIC.  External damage was limited to salt water corrosion on the

engine and accessories, with extensive penetration damage through the

gearbox housing.  Neither the N1 nor the N2 systems turned.

Based on the engine teardown report, it was evident that the core engine

was not a factor in the accident. This necessitated the need for engine

components/accessories examination.

The detailed engine examination result is attached in Appendix C.
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2.2.2 Components Examination

Examination and analysis of the engine components; the Fuel Control Unit

(FCU), the Power Turbine Governor (PTG), Main Fuel Pump (MFP) and Fuel

Nozzle were carried out at Greystones Aviation Components in Durban,

South Africa. Greystones is an approved Honeywell repair station in South

Africa.

The fuel nozzle was bench tested and met two of four fuel flow test points

and all spray angle requirements. The two fuel flow test point deviations

were minor and not considered contributory to the event. The fuel nozzle

was then disassembled and appeared normal with the exception of the

corrosion resulting from immersion in salt water.

The input drive shaft to the PTG turned freely. The PTG was disassembled

and no internal failures were noted to the drive and spool bearings. Salt

water corrosion was noted in various orifices, which were clogged. The

flyweights and spring were normal in appearance.

The FCU also displayed internal corrosion consistent with salt water

intrusion.  The flyweights, bearings, springs and shaft appeared normal.

The fuel pump driveshaft “ratcheted” when turned by hand. Normally, it is

not possible to turn the fuel pump driveshaft due to the pump

configuration. The corresponding output splines, which turn the FCU input

shaft, were not coupled with the drive shaft as designed. The fuel pump

driveshaft was then removed and severe spline wear was noted.
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The fuel pump was not further disassembled but the unit whole was

shipped back to the supplier (Triumph Engine Controls, Hartford, CT, USA)

for further analysis.

2.3 Main Fuel Pump Investigation Result

Investigation of the main fuel pump conducted at the Triumph Engine and

Control Systems facility revealed that all teeth of the male spline on the

main drive shaft which mates with the female spline of the pump driver

gear were completely worn away over approximately two thirds of their

length. However, the mating spline of the pump driver gear showed little

to no wear, and appeared in near pristine condition. A measurement under

wires of this spline yielded a value of 0.1902 in., only slightly below the

new part print limit of 0.1926 in.

Subsequent metallurgical evaluations of the main drive shaft and

associated driver gear confirmed the chemical composition of the drive

shaft to be typical of the required H-11 tool steel per AMS 6487 and the

gear to be typical of the required CPM-10V per TECS specification CEPS

534. Core hardness, nitride case depth, and case hardness of the gear was

found to be acceptable.

No defects or abnormalities were observed in the microstructure of the

parts, which appeared typical of the required CPM-10V and H-11.
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2.3.1   Excessive Differential wear of the main fuel pump parts

According to the metallurgical evaluations of the main drive shaft, this is

part of the pump assembly and the driver gear and also part of the gear

assembly, the former is made from H-11 tool steel while the latter is made

from CPM -10V. Whereas all teeth of the male spline on the main drive

shaft, which mates with the female spline of the pump driver gear were

completely worn out over approximately two thirds of their length, the

mating spline of the pump driver gear showed little or no wear, and

appeared in near pristine condition.

2.3.2 H-11 Tool Steel versus CPM -10V Tool Steel.

H-11 Tool Steel

According to Next Generation Metals Inc., H-11 Tool Steel is a hot work

steel that is represented by its excellent impact toughness. It consists of

less vanadium than the commonly used H-13 hot work tool steel. This gives

it the higher toughness, with some reduction in wear resistance and

temper resistance. H-11 is deep-hardening, air-hardening steel that gives

minimal size change during heat treatment. It also has super resistance to

thermal fatigue cracking (heat checking) and superb resistance to gross

cracking and thermal shock when water cooled in service. Experts will

recommend H-11 for hot tooling applications where maximum resistance

to cracking is required.
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Chemical Properties

Specifications:

UNS T20811, AMS 6437, AMS 6485, AMS 6487, ANS 6488, ASTM A-681, FED

QQ-T-570, SAE J437, SAE J438, SAE J467, AISI 610, ASTM A-579, MIL-S-47262

Applications:

Hot punches, die casting dies, hot shear blades, forging dies, hot gripper

dies and extrusion tooling.

H-11 is used for highly stressed structural parts such as aircraft landing

gear.

Element min max

Carbon 0.38 0.43

Manganese 0.20 0.40

Silicon 0.80 1.00

Phosphorus – 0.015

Sulfur – 0.015

Chromium 4.75 5.25

Molybdenum 1.20 1.40

Vanadium 0.40 0.60

Nickel – 0.25

Copper – 0.35
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CPM – 10V Tool Steel

CPM 10V is a unique tool steel made by the Crucible Particle Metallurgy

Process, according to Crucible Industries. It is designed with a tough, air

hardening base analysis with added high Carbon and vanadium for

exceptionally good wear resistance, Warmwork tooling applications.

The exceptional wear resistance and good toughness of CPM 10V makes it

an excellent candidate to replace carbide and other highly wear resistant

materials in cold work tooling applications, particularly where tool

toughness is a problem or where cost effectiveness can be demonstrated.

Typical Chemistry

Carbon 2.45%

Manganese 0.50%

Silicon 0.90%

Chromium 5.25%

Vanadium 9.75%

Molybdenum 1.30%

Sulphur 0.07%

Typical Applications

Punches & Dies for Blanking, Piercing,

Forming and Cold Extrusion
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Knives for Slitting, Shearing, Trimming, etc.

Granulator/Pelletizer Blades

Nozzles, Screw Tips, Barrel Liners, etc. for Plastic Injection

Molding Equipment

Powder Compaction Tooling

Woodworking Tools Wear Parts

Considering the chemical composition of the CPM -10V steel with a far

higher percentage of carbon and vanadium as compared with the H -11

steel, it may be expected that the main draft shaft made from the H -11

steel would wear faster than the pump driver gear made from CPM -10V

steel. Also, since analysis of the fuel used on the aircraft indicated that

contaminants and lubricity were within limits, it is very unlikely that

fuel was a factor in this occurrence.  AIB has it on record that a similar

pump with the same part number 23074706 had its main shaft splines

completely sheared at 2133.4 hours TSN.

2.4 Rolls – Royce Service Bulletins and the Main Fuel Pump Historical
Service Record

Maintenance records indicated that the failed main fuel pump installed on

the helicopter was manufactured by Goodrich Pump and Engine Control

Systems now Triumph Engine Control Systems. The component was shipped

out of TECS as a new component with part number 113310-03A1 on 30th

April, 2004. Before then, on 21st August, 1997, Allison, now acquired by
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Rolls Royce issued an Alert Commercial Engine Bulletin to cover similar

engine models to the one under investigation with the title: ENGINE, FUEL

AND CONTROL – CECO ENGINE DRIVEN FUEL PUMP – INTERNAL SPLINE

INSPECTION.

The ASB required the applicable customers to remove the CECO fuel pump

installed on their aircraft and check the internal spline backlash. The

reason was that: A number of Chandler Evans (CECO) fuel pumps have been

found with badly worn internal drive shaft splines at relatively low hours.

The ASB was allocated compliance code 2 and was to be implemented

within 25 hours following receipt of the bulletin and every 100 hours

thereafter until further notice.

On 7th April, 2004, Rolls–Royce issued another Commercial Engine Bulletin

titled: ENGINE, FUEL AND CONTROL – GOODRICH ENGINE DRIVEN PUMP

IMPROVED DRIVE SHAFT DURABILITY.

The SB adequately covered the engine model installed on the helicopter

and the reason for issuing it was that “New fuel pumps are released that

incorporate various product improvements”. These improvements

“eliminate the need for repetitive spline inspections”. The fuel pump

assembly was to be replaced with reference to the overhaul maintenance

manual in order to accomplish the SB but it was given a code 7, which made

the compliance optional.
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Although the main fuel pump did not fail in service during the first overhaul

inspection period, given the unpleasant service experience of the earlier

models of the component, it would have been expected that compliance

with the SB be made mandatory. Upon compliance, the SB required that the

component be re-identified by changing the Rolls - Royce part number from

23070460 to 23074706.

The component was newly supplied to the operator with old part number

23070460 on 30th April, 2004 whereas the Rolls – Royce SB which required

the change of the fuel pump assembly was issued on 7th April, 2004; a date

before the component was shipped out of TECS facility. However,

maintenance records showed that the SB was incorporated in 2008 when the

component returned to TECS for overhaul.

2.5 Goodrich (TECS) Service Bulletin and the Main Fuel Pump Historical
Service Record

Goodrich (TECS) issued the service bulletin 73 -3 on 8th April, 2004 entitled:

Goodrich Pump & Engine Control Systems, Inc. Model MFP – 263/MFP -264

Used on Rolls – Royce Model 250 Series II and III and IV Engines

Introduction of New Configuration Pumps to Increase the Pump Service
Life

The above SB affected the engine model and hence, the pump installed on

the helicopter. The reason for the SB was “To introduce a new

configuration fuel pump incorporating a new material pump gear assembly.

This change is being introduced to increase the pump service life, especially

in harsher operating environments”. The work required by this bulletin
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consists of incorporating a new pump gear assembly. The compliance was to

be accomplished when the component returned for depot level

maintenance. Upon compliance, it was to be re–identified by changing the

part number from 113310-03A1 to 113310-04A1.

Maintenance records showed that the component returned to TECS for

overhaul on 5thAugust, 2008 and the overhauled component was shipped out

of TECS to the operator on 10th September, 2008. The SB 73–3 was

incorporated during this overhaul and the component re–identified

accordingly.

The new gears were reportedly made from an improved, more durable

material (CPM-10V), and it was this change to gear material which

constituted the configuration change from 113310-03A1 to 113310-04A1.

2.6 Quality and Safety Department/Manager

According to PAAN Management Organization Chart and responsibilities, the

Quality and Safety Manager reports to the Accountable Manager. He has

oversight responsibility for all areas of operations of the company including

the technical records.

On 29th January, 2009, the overhauled component was installed on 5N –

BFV, one of the helicopters in the operator’s fleet.

The time remaining to the next maintenance requirement (TBO) was

recorded then as 3000 hours on the component card. But, the Bell 206 L4
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maintenance programme adopted by PAAN stipulates 3500 hours as the

overhaul inspection period (TBO) for the failed CECO fuel pump. 3000 hours

TBO is more restrictive than the manufacturer’s 3500 hours and would have

prevented this accident had it been applied because the main fuel pump

failed at 3,176 hours TSO.
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3.0 Conclusions

3.1 Findings

3.1.1. The pilot was properly licensed and qualified to conduct the flight.

3.1.2. The pilot had 811.6 hrs on type as at the time of the occurrence.

3.1.3. There were four souls on board.

3.1.4. The certificate of release to flight was duly signed by the appropriate

personnel.

3.1.5. The aircraft had a valid Certificate of Airworthiness (C of A).

3.1.6. The aircraft had been maintained in accordance with approved

Maintenance Programme.

3.1.7. A phase 4 inspection check was completed on the 1st October, 2012

at 12139.3 flight hours and 102370 cycles and the Certificate of

Release to Service/Maintenance Statement was duly issued.

3.1.8. The phase 4 inspection carried out in accordance with Bell 206 L4

Series Maintenance Programme on the fuel pump was to “visually

inspect fuel pump and external filter for obvious damage and

leaks”.

3.1.9. A 50 hrs inspection was carried out on the 20th October, 2012.

3.1.10. The engine with serial number CAE – 895745 installed on the aircraft

was transferred from another aircraft in the operator’s fleet (5N–

BFV) at 17,999.2 hrs on 4thOctober, 2012.
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3.1.11. The main fuel pump installed on the aircraft was supplied to Rolls

Royce by Triumph Engine Control Systems (TECS) based in Hartford

Connecticut, USA.

3.1.12. The pump was shipped from TECS to Bristow Nigeria as a new

component (part number 113310-03A1) on 30th April, 2004.

3.1.13. On 5th August, 2008 at 3478.6 hrs TSN, it was returned to TECS for

overhaul and upgrade to a new part number 113310-04A1.

Records indicated that the main driveshaft and gear set were

replaced during this overhaul.

3.1.14. On the 9th October, 2008, the overhauled component was shipped

back to Nigeria for a return to service at a TSN of 3,478.6 hrs;

TSO of 0.0 hrs.

3.1.15. On 29th January, 2009, the overhauled component was installed

on 5N – BFV, one of the helicopters in the operator’s fleet. The

time remaining to the next maintenance requirement (TBO) was

recorded as 3,000 hrs on the component card. But, the Bell 206 L4

maintenance programme adopted by PAAN stipulates 3,500 hrs as

the overhaul inspection period (TBO) for the failed CECO fuel

pump.

3.1.17. On the 27th October, 2012, the engine driven fuel pump failed in

service during an offshore operation in Escravos at a TSN of

6,654.6 hrs and TSO of 3,176 hrs.
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3.1.18.    Laboratory analysis of the fuel used on the helicopter indicated

that the level of contaminants and lubricity were within limits.

3.1.19. AIB has it on record that a similar pump with the same part

number 23074706 had its main shaft splines completely sheared

at 2,133.4 hrs TSN.

3.1.20. There was no evidence from maintenance records on the

component to show that any other maintenance work was

performed on it outside of TECS.

3.1.21. On the day of the accident, the pilot had made several uneventful

take-offs and landings on many helidecks within the Delta field

and returned to OKAN production platform at about 1602hrs.

3.1.22. The aircraft took off from the platform for final departure to

Escravos base at about 1607hrs. The engine stopped/flamed out

shortly after the helicopter cleared the platform.

3.1.23. The rescue operation was promptly carried out at 1608hrs by the

crew of a supply boat (Bourbon Adelaide) operating at an

approximate distance of 100m to the ditched helicopter.

3.1.24. At 1650hrs, the accident victims were transferred to a surfer

boat enroute to Escravos base.

3.1.25. The pilot tested negative to drugs substance and alcohol

tests at Chevron Hospital in Escravos.
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3.2 Causal factor

Failure of the main fuel pump, resulting from wearing of the fuel

pump main drive shaft external splines, which mate with the

internal splines of the pump driver gear with consequent fuel

starvation, flame-out and engine loss of power.

3.3        Contributory factor

Material compositions of the improved main fuel pump, which

allowed excessive differential wear between the main drive shaft

and the driver gear.
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4.0 SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Safety Recommendations 2015-005

FAA should ensure that TECS review the material compositions of the

assemblies of its MFP 264 – 1 main fuel pump to prevent excessive

differential wear between the parts.

4.2 Safety Recommendations 2015-006

FAA should ensure that TECS reviews the Time Between Overhaul of

its MFP 264–1 main fuel pump downward from 3,500 hrs and

communicate same to affected operators while the component is

being improved upon.

4.3 Safety Recommendations 2015-007

NCAA should intensify its safety oversight functions on PAAN to

ensure proper maintenance record keeping by the operator.
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